FROSH FROLIC-TOMORROW EVEN

Nevery Favors Promoted; Men Escorted St. Mary's Girls Meet Them at 8:45 o’Clock.

The frolic is planned to be held topmost at the Palatine, where dancing will continue until 11 o’clock. Two older permissions have been granted to all students who attend the dance. Music will be furnished by “Husk,” one of the best in the country.

A big surprise is in store for the girls in the line of favors according to the committee in charge. The men, escorted St. Mary’s girls are to meet them in the LaSalle hotel prospectus. For the day students who have not yet purchased their favors may do so at the offic-campus office. Others may receive tickets in their respective dormitories. This event is usually heavy, and from all indications a record crowd will attend.


Carroll, Brownson, Freshman, Bad Win

There were many exciting races on the track yesterday morning, but only due to its popularity, pays for all

Varsity Baseball—Men Start Practice

The first line-up of the baseball team was announced yesterday. The positions of the baseball team are:

K. D. Gold, shortstop; D. Brown, second baseman; S. Mc-Connor, left fielder; C. M. Hopkins, center fielder; F. Jackson, right fielder; H. Sheehan, catcher; K. Murphy, third base; and B. Jennings, first base.

The first ball game of the new season is scheduled for next Tuesday, against St. Mary’s.

The Daily Questionnaire

What Asked: Do you think the college should have a health center?

What Answered: No.

ROCKEY SAYS

Coach K. C. Rockney again said that no student needs the hospital, “Perry,” as he has been sick and requires a special diet. It is said that his health will improve and he will soon be in good shape.

ROCKEY SAYS

Coach K. C. Rockney again said that no student needs the hospital, “Perry,” as he has been sick and requires a special diet. It is said that his health will improve and he will soon be in good shape.

INTERRAIL TRACK BEGINS TONIGHT

Half the Events Run Off This Evening; Others Next Week;

Medals and Cup Divided

The track team was announced in the interrail track season when the first half of the preliminary events are run at a journey of 300 yards. The events on the first part of the track season will include the 100-yard dash, 440-yard run, mile run, 40 -yard hurdles, and broad jump. Varsity track men are ineligible for the events.

The second part of the preliminary track season will include the 400-yard dash and 20-yard hurdles, 100-yard hurdles, pole vault, and broad jump. Varsity track men are ineligible for the events.

A dual meet has been scheduled with the track team of Western Normal. There will be a large attendance at the game in the gym March 13, at 4 o’clock in the afternoon.

F Collegiate News

“Rochester,” the famous Young Buddhist, left here yesterday for a tour of the west, in his efforts to secure U. S. recognition of the soviet. He presents a picture of an appearance, wearing a Russian beard with the typ-ical American suit.

J. Stanley Thompson, who has been in New York for about four weeks, pleasantly surprised his friends here when he suddenly returned from the Indian hospital. Above we see a picture of Mr. Thompson as he stepped out of the door of his palatial suite in the Astor house. It is rumored that he has joined the U. S. problem of the day is to play an- part in engaged in relief work at South Bend, Ind.
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The Ink Well
By DENNIS J. O'NEILL

On a Field of Sunflowers
By HELEN A. SCHEFFER

This same street encloses, Llewellyn Park, and horsepower is the same spell of magic round
Until your sanity is bathed

I was entranced, enchanted, lost

To be reborn and cleansed
In the rhythm of each line

Flashing as a hidden kitten,
With the breath of God within it

Never the Twain Shall Meet, Peter B., New York, 1955, $2.50

Peter B. probably will have to lend his audience some years ago with titles like "Rule of the Right!" at his own

The sea and San Francisco, with a background, from which, while Wyne makes his usual and accepted on

The Student Volunteer movement in the classroom in which student problems

The superficial motives of the student are often superficial enough to be attractive to those

What Others Say

Thirty-Eight Students Had a Near Death Experience

Probably you have heard that there was a meeting held on our campus during the post-examination period. And if you haven't heard, you should be taken to prevent any re

Books: A Near Death Experience, refreshing, rather than four.

Wyne has reached precisely the opposite conclusion. The tea and San Francisco, with a background, from which, while Wyne makes his usual and accepted on

This is a very serious, but not a very complicated problem. It is not too late to get out

What others say, books on the examination room, has the right idea. He tends some

"Bring the textbooks along," he says, "look at them all you like during class hours; I am testing the critical faculty."

A New Kind of "Exam"

Professor Lewos of Harvard, who has his students bring their textbooks into the examination room, has the right idea. He tends some

It is only a matter of a few days before the semester is over, and this will be the last exam for

Library

Majority of Northwestern students have an inherent distaste for exams. If exams are short and less

Let us hope that the public will weigh this publicity with the proper bias for the real truth of the situation. Just as the United States must not be judged by the actions of Brookhart, La Follette, and Lao Shih, so Northwestern should not be judged by these Pla

This is the reason why the students are so unhappy and for anyone interested in the movie it is an admirable collection, but

This is a very serious, but not a very complicated problem. It is not too late to get out

The lure of the Twain Shall Meet is little fiction, but well done.

Any lasting qualities that the book may contain are not ap

Peters, who is perhaps, born to be seen as a living, breathing, primitive, and most, much in the eye of the beholder, as was

But the best, "Never the Twain Shall Meet" is little fiction, but well done.

It is much more difficult
courses to set an examination of this kind. And the harder still to mark the papers according to some

Examinations and marking mads and standards and all the rest of the claptapartment apparatus which obstructs any appreciation of education may be a necessary evil for youngsters who have to be wheeled

This is a very serious, but not a very complicated problem. It is not too late to get out

Business Section

HALL MAIL BOXES

Another problem we have, A. C. and the hall rectors to think about at this time—a problem which has been raised in different colleges, and from different sources—is that of distribution of the mail in the halls. This problem has been a very hot one ever since 1910, but the method of distributing the morning, noon, and

Students in recent years, in order to keep the inconvenience caused by having to be up, our students must take extra times for the distribution of mail has brought up again the question of the place of the residence hall. When the students residing in the hall could be placed. This box system, in

Letters are too valuable, too precious to the student, to have them discarded, and the rectors must urge the students to properly identify the mail, for them.

The Northwestern to send transfers to the post office.

In spite of these galling incidents it is not raising in its own heat.

Banquet tickets are now available at the student union.

A C. Clark's Lunch Rooms
South Bend, Indiana
$5.50 Meal Tickets $5.00
Good at all Up-Town Locations
**Reader Seeks All Sorts of Scarfs at N. D.; Suggests Scrubbers Adopt Them for Insignia**

There is more than a tint of irony in the words broadcasted by a couple of cronies on the Campus by Father the other day when they said: "You Hoo Hoo! Looks the scarf thing is getting pretty silly, eh?" and Red came back: "Talk about local color; there tus, all meaning approximately the same thing and the thing we need to clothe the throat of a scarf—a chain of literary auxiliaries from commodity of late has been thrust upon our shoulders wrapped up in a scarf. "

The thing is fleeted with obtuses that the fellows are made to get it Izzy, color, romance. Carrollite who so generously parted of the French, mitaine, meaning a scarf vendor before his neighbors got ignate and distinguish the scarf. "Yoo morning."

But there is very little foul play the lungs. It is not nearly as bad as you get it. "Ya'know."

Friday, PebrwirJJ, 28, 1994.

**Business Leadership**

I EARLY the fundamental principles of leadership and their application in daily life. The three main principles to be stressed: the personal factor, the organizational factor, and the social factor. The personal factor is the most important and is the subject of this lecture. The social factor is the subject of the next lecture. The organizational factor is the subject of the final lecture.

**Babson Institute**

Babson Park (West), Mass.

Your 1923 sport model SUH can be REMODELED INTO 1924 CONSERVATIVE STYLE See INTERUBAN TAILOR SHOP Update your car for the Car

OLIVER Theatre

NOW TWICE DAILY—8:30, 8:15

**Pocket Malted Milk!**

Like to drink malted milk? Sure thing, Old Top! That's what you get'em—he's your buddy.

**THOMPSON’S**

Pure Malted Milk Bars

Consist no case or beef sugar

Buy for Athletes in Training

Right for a quick energy boost at the game—also the noon-hour snacks of all sport fans.

5c — At All Dealers — 5c

Send a nickel for a sample

Thompson's Malted Food Company

Makers of

THE INCOMPARABLE FEMININE DRINK

**Wiggs**

207 W. Washington St.

Oliver Hotel Blvd.

**Wiggs**

207 W. Washington St.

Oliver Hotel Blvd.

**From Off Stage**

**AT THE THEATRES**

Oliver: "The White Sister."

Orphæum: "The Song of Love."

LaSalle: "Pied Pipers Malone."

Blackstone: "Three of Those Morning."

**At The Orpheum**

"The Song of Love" struck no discords in our critical and sensational souls. Our "bede noth," the chorus here, is a smart and delightful delight. It is not dead yet, but the beauty of Norma Toland, and the clever work of Joseph Schenk, elevates this play to a point where a little plot makes no big difference. The play is laid as usual in the sandy wastes of Sahara, whose chief commodity of late has been unconvincing love affairs, and emphasizing the usual run of hard-railing, straightforward shafts. The only original notes in the plot were that the sheik finds his love unrequited, a young man of a very dumb kind, and acts the part in a manner that leaves us wondering what natural talent he has after all.—P. C. M.

**UNIVERSITY OF IOWA**

The Junior class of the university is having a hard time selecting a queen for the Junior Prom which will be held on May 9. Only jun­iors may nominate a candidate for this honor, but all those holding tickets may vote.

**UNIVERSITY OF IOWA**

To prevent the congestion which will inevitably be present at the Junior Prom, Dean C. E. Edwards approved of a plan for faculty control of dra­matic productions. Dramatic activ­ities will be regulated by a faculty board and a student advisory com­mittee. A calendar for dramatic productions is thought to be the way out of the difficulty.

**The Rhodes Theatres**

**Blackstone**

**Now Playing**

Double Bill

JACK ALLIEY’S Aces and Alice Trel

European Boxing Girls

WOMEN VS. MEN

HENNINGS

MANN-KIN

RAYSOM & LIAMMANN

“SOUTH BEND’S LEADING SPACE AT THE PARIS ORPHEUM”

**NOW SHOWING**

The Dancing Hour

The Desert

NORMA TALMADGE with Joseph SchenkERT in

“THE SONG OF LOVE”

A Drama of Passionate Love

**The Unvisited Guest**

**The Unvisited Guest**

**OLIVER Theatre NOW**

**TODAY AND FRIDAY**

THOMAS MEIGHAN in "AFTER MALONE"

**SATURDAY, CONSTANCE TALMADGE IN SEARCH OF A SINNER**
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**CRAWFORD MANUFACTURING CO.**

**BRADENTON, FLORIDA**
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**THE WHITE SISTER**

By F. MARION CRAWFORD

Presented by

INSPIRATIONAL THEATRE

Class. H. Doug, Jr., Pres.

**WILL GRIP YOU AND HOLD YOUR INTENSE INTEREST**

**METRO**

**ALL SEATS RESERVED**

Matinee 5c to $7.05

Plus Tax

Special Orchestra Elaborate Presentation

Mail Orders Now

NOTRE DAME DAILY
The last week-end in February will be the last opportunity for the basketball team and a squad of track men to engage in competitive activity; the Meyoless playing a return game with Logan, and Rourke and Rockne competing in the annual Illinois track day. The basketball team has no home game this season and the Farmers are off their home floor, after they have beaten Tuesday night by St. Visitors. The Aggies played ragged ball when the best of them were pressed hard by some of the high school and the more experienced. The basketball team have shown their ability to play hard, and may win the DAILY or the Scholastic. The same. team will have to worry about 'dry rot' setting in.

N.R. TANKMEN TO MEET INDIANA

First Big Splash of Year: Monogram Present to Team.

Notre Dame's varsity swimmers will meet the Indiana University Tankmen in the initial college meet of the season, which will be held in Bloomington, at the public nattatorium Saturday, March 8. According to Coach Goss this will be a friendly meet. The Irish swimmers have ever opened a college in this sport at South Bend. The Bloomington squad is well known throughout the state and large teams from various colleges and high schools have shown their ability. The varsity is expected to push the lightly tuned divers to do their best in the coming contest. The Bloomington squad is well known throughout the state and the Bloomington squad is expected to push the lightly tuned divers to do their best in the coming contest.

As a special feature of the Indiana meet, the water ballet will be held between the two schools. The Notre Dame team was organized a short time ago and is as yet of somewhat unknown strength. The Bloomington squad has announced that any swimmers who wish to try for places on the water ballet team may do so by watching out for the notice at the meet that will be held in Bloomington. The team will be held in Bloomington that will be held in Bloomington.

Patronize the DAILY advertisers.

Two Good Places to Eat

at HOME and at the BELMONT

N. D. STUDENTS INVITED

HARRY J. PFLUM

Haberdasher

YOUNG MEN'S HIGH-GRADE

Furnishings, Hats and Caps

AT THE RIGHT PRICE

Office Phone 261

H. LEMONTREE

South Bend's Leading Operators

and Manufacturing Optician

332 South Bend Street

Phone Lincoln 6504

The students are to keep Notre Dame what she has done. The University has been a success and has been a success.

Rockne predicted in two years many of the big state schools will have a Notre Dame team. The Irish team will have the best of them in the state. The Notre Dame team will have an organization that is fresh. It will be a strong team, and the men and the women will do their best in the coming contest.

Two more features of the Indiana meet will be the first time the Notre Dame team will have a Notre Dame team. The Notre Dame team will have a Notre Dame team. The Notre Dame team will have a Notre Dame team. The Notre Dame team will have a Notre Dame team.

Two more features of the Indiana meet will be the first time the Notre Dame team will have a Notre Dame team. The Notre Dame team will have a Notre Dame team. The Notre Dame team will have a Notre Dame team. The Notre Dame team will have a Notre Dame team.

The Book Shop

North Michigan St.

Books and Supplies

THE PLACE TO EAT

WHEN IN TOWN

COURTESY SERVICE

WHOLESALE FOOD

REASONABLE PRICES

COLFAX

Restaurant

In bad weather, a hurry call, or for social affairs; a YELLOW CAB is insur- ance, comfort, punctuality, and dispatch.

Office Phone 821

Dr. J. P. McEwen

The Students' Laundry for Eight Years

John H. Ellis

Optometrist

616-418 S. Main St.

Phone Main 419